Year Group: 1

Date: Tuesday 2nd March 2021

Phonics: Today we will be focussing upon
the alternative pronunciation of the ‘ou’
phoneme. Click here to learn all about it,
then have a go of this game. Challenge: can
you write two lists, one for ‘ou’ words and the
other for ‘ow’ words using this?
Here are new sound mats to help you with
your writing.
English: Continuing with the Journey book by
Aaron Becker, have a look at today’s tasks.
Please select a task that will challenge you!
Challenge Time: Can you complete this
challenge about verbs and nouns?

As we (hopefully) enter our last
week of remote learning, share
your top tips of how you reward
yourself for all of your hard work.
Remember, it’s good to talk, your
ideas may help somebody in our
beloved Flo Melly family to have
some much needed down-time. Try
this website for ideas, or this one.

Our whole-school theme for this week is: The Power Of Storytelling

Measuring Length: Here is today’s lesson
afterwards try this activity.
Challenge: All of the adults in school
CANNOT WAIT to see how big you’ve all
grown while you’ve stayed at home to keep
safe. Why not make a height chart? You could
use an old roll of wallpaper or wrapping paper,
before you know it you’ll be as tall as a
giraffe! Here are just a few that can be found
online.
Have you logged into Mathletics, My Maths
and Times Tables Rock Stars lately?

The Power Of Storytelling!
Have a go of making up your own
story and narrating it orally. You could
choose to use props, show off your
creativeness and imagination! Check
out this living legend’s advice on
storytelling! Read this for an insight
of why we value storytelling so much
at Florence Melly. Try not to write your
story so that it flows more freely.

Art
Wassily Kandinsky was an abstract artist, find
out what abstract art is here. Afterwards,
have a go of creating this Kandinsky inspired
masterpiece.
Philosophy For Children (P4C)
In-keeping with our whole-school theme, our
Philosophy question this week is:
Are all stories true?
Discuss this with your child, then video their
responses. Remember, there are no incorrect
answers in Philosophy!

Login to: Lexia to help with your
spellings, Mathletics, My Maths
and Times Tables Rock Stars to
complete tasks set by your teacher.
Maybe also have a go of spelling
your Rainbow Words. Be sure to
post a photograph in the weekly
portfolio section on Class Dojo.
Year one superheroes, do your
thing!

Can you find two of your
favourite photographs of you and
maybe your family during
lockdown? Miss Hibbert has a
sneaky plan for them, tee-hee|!
Remember, if you can dream
it, you can do it!

